Addendum #1

NE 85th St. Pedestrian/Bike Connection 114th Ave. NE to 6th St.
RFQ Job # 21-22-PW
Questions and City Response
May, 2024

1. Under Potential Scope of Work, item #7 Optional Inspection and Construction Services:
The City may elect to include these services as a part of the contract. “Consultant to submit
separate RFQ for inspection services.” Is your intention for an additional RFQ to also be
submitted at the same time that addresses these optional services.
The intention is not to have a separate RFQ be submitted at the same time. This RFQ is for
design services only. The construction services aspect of the contract will be determined at a
later time and as a separate RFQ.
2. For the NE 85th St. Ped/Bike Connection 114th Ave. NE to 6th St pursuit, does a cover page and
letter of interest go towards the 15 page count?
A cover page and letter of interest will not count towards the total count.
3. We are currently pursuing a WSDOT Design Build Project for the I-405/NE 85th interchange.
From the City’s perspective, do you see our participation on the adjacent NE 85th St. Ped/Bike
Connection 114th Ave. NE to 6th St. contract as presenting any kind of conflict of interest for
GeoEngineers? We are also asking WSDOT directly, but wanted to get the City’s opinion on it
too.
From the City’s perspective, we do not see it presenting a conflict of interest.
4. Under the Scope of Work, #7 – The RFA says Inspection and Construction Services are Optional.
And instructs the “consultant to submit separate RFQ for inspection services.” Does this mean
you want a completely separate response to Inspection and Construction services, or should we
provide a separate section imbedded within our document? And if so, is this section to be
provided within the 15-page limit?
The optional “inspection and construction services” will be a separate RFQ, and does not need
to be included in this RFQ.
5. Under the Submission Criteria, #5 says to include 3 examples of similar projects successfully
completed through PS&E. Are we limited to only 3 projects or is this just a minimum?
The 3 projects is a minimum, not a limit. However, all of the examples will be counted against
the 15 page limit.

